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A B S T R A C T

E-business leverages digital channels to scale its functions and services and operates by connecting and retaining
customers using marketing initiatives. To increase the likelihood of a sale, the business must recommend ad-
ditional items that the customers may be unaware of or may find appealing. Recommender Engine (RE) is
considered to be the preferred solution in these cases for reasons that include delivering relevant items, hence
improving cart value, and boosting customer engagement. The paper describes a model for delivering real-time,
personalised marketing information concerning the recommended items for online and offline customers, using a
blend of selling strategies: up-selling, cross-selling, best-in-class-selling, needs-satisfaction-selling and con-
sultative-selling. The model further defines the e-marketplace by clustering items, customers and unique selling
proposition (USP), and then gathering, storing, and processing transactional data, and displaying personalised
marketing information to support the customer in their decision-making process, even when purchasing from
large item spaces. An experimental study using a quantitative research methodology was conducted in a mid-size
healthcare retailer, based out of India, to determine the tangible benefits. The model was tested with 100 online
customers and, with the adoption of the proposed methodology, the results indicated growth in average monthly
revenue (33.49%), Average Order Value (AOV) (32.79%) and Items per Order (IPO) (1.93%).

1. Introduction

Digital marketing as a concept was first identified in the 1990s,
principally with regard to advertising to customers (Fierro et al., 2017).
However, the concept was extended with the emergence of “mobile
technologies” during the 2000s and “social media” technologies from
around 2010 (Fierro et al., 2017). As a result, there has been a para-
digm shift in digital marketing, from advertising to everlasting cus-
tomer-oriented engagement, supported by the development of a
number of instruments indispensable for business competence. Since
almost everybody is inadvertently engrossed within the digital age, this
has become the most efficient way to reach prospective customers
(Kannan, 2017). Over recent decades, corporations such as Amazon,
Alibaba, eBay, Best Buy and Netflix have become the prime drivers of
the modern economy (Kannan, 2017). Such corporations have high-
lighted the significance of building digital connectivity with their cus-
tomers. Consequently, customers’ percipience towards business strate-
gies has changed due to the digital uprising (Ghotbifar et al., 2017). As

a result, to succeed in the digital medium, such corporation have im-
plemented strategies to offer focused and quantifiable ways of reaching
customers, termed “digital marketing” (Lamberton and Stephen, 2016).
Technically, digital marketing refers to communicating the value of
items such as goods, products or services to customers, leveraging on-
line and offline digital channels, mainly on the Internet. Essential
business decisions like product development, product creation, mar-
keting communication, buying and selling for profitability, brand
management and customer relationship management have seen sig-
nificant development through the application of digital technologies.
Personalised digital marketing or one-to-one digital marketing is one
strategy by which e-businesses leverage data analysis to deliver in-
dividual marketing messages to existing and prospective users. From a
theoretical standpoint, the recommendation of personalised content to
the individual customer reflects the leading step in online relationship
marketing (Schubert and Ginsburg, 2000).

Recommender Engine (RE) is a system that is used in internet-facing
platforms such as email, social media, Internet-enabled televisions
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(IETVs), online shopping web portals and online mobile applications to
recommend relevant items that the online customer may find appealing
and is likely to purchase. It predicts the user rating of or preference for
particular items, and also recommends items that the user may prefer.
In the process, it collects user preferences of items such as songs, mo-
vies, travel destinations, e-learning materials, books, jokes, gadgets,
applications, websites and products, and uses an algorithm to make
predictions and recommendations based on those items (Bobadilla
et al., 2011). This has led to the development of a sizable volume of
literature on diversified topics, such as music (Lee et al., 2010;
Nanopoulos et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2011), television (Yu et al., 2006;
Barragáns-Martínez et al., 2010), books (Núñez-Valdéz et al., 2012;
Crespo et al., 2011), documents (Serrano-Guerrero et al., 2011; Porcel
et al., 2009, 2010, 2012), electronic-learning (Zaíane, 2002; Bobadilla
et al., 2009), electronic commerce (Huang et al., 2007; Castro-Schez
et al., 2011), market applications (Costa-Montenegro et al., 2012) and
web search (McNally et al., 2011), among others. RE taps into the be-
haviour of customers who have rated such items (so-called items-rated
customers) to make recommendations about what future customers will
like most. In e-business, the most important factor is the continuing
relationship with the customer. Customers buy items to satisfy their
needs and each has a unique buying pattern. They love personal touch-
points such as communications over email, remembering them on their
birthdays or, more importantly, being able to customize their needs.
Therefore, a strategic focus must be developed over time on what to
sell, what to up-sell, what to cross-sell, what to best-in-class-sell, what
to needs-satisfaction-sell, and what to consultative-sell; and such stra-
tegic focus must take into consideration that customer needs are con-
stantly changing. The challenge is to reach not only the items-rated
customers, but also the cold-start and window-shopping customers.
This involves the collection of sizable volume of customer data, and the
process of automatic generation of recommendations at different e-
shopping points. Personalised items lead to more custom tailoring than
unsystematic suggestions. In addition, a constructive approach towards
personalization improves the perception of shopping on digital plat-
forms (de Pechpeyrou, 2009).

RE should suggest highly relevant, personalised items at multiple
touch points in the e-shopping process across different digital channels.
Failure to do so may result in customer dissatisfaction, and potential
responses include change of brands, registering complaints with the
retailer, or may lead to negative ratings, online or by word-of-mouth, of
items and retailers as unsatisfactory (Richins, 1983). Personalised
marketing in the form of recommended items would certainly make
sense for every customer as e-shopping is designed for them and, con-
sequently, it enjoys a natural advantage in brand awareness in the di-
gital space. Personalised marketing can also drive web traffic by ac-
quiring and retaining customers. An attempt should be made by the e-
business to deploy more effective real-time and prolonged personali-
sation marketing tactics, always keeping in mind that the focus is to
manage the customers and not the items.

The objective of the study is to present an innovative model by
redefining the e-marketplace to deliver individual marketing content to
the customers through data collection, processing and analysis with RE
technology. In order to meet this aim, this paper proposes three step-
wise research objectives:

(1) Design of the e-marketplace, achieved by: (1.1) classifying custo-
mers based on the buying pattern for effective marketing at mul-
tiple touch points in the e-shopping process; (1.2) classifying items
for better recommendation to improve e-purchasing conversions;
(1.3) classifying USPs to differentiate the items from those of
competitors for efficient personalised recommendation; (1.4) de-
veloping a selling strategy for different customer profiles.

(2) Develop a model to deliver customized, tailored and personalised
promotion and advertising of recommended items targeting items-
rated, window shopping and cold-start users using a blend of selling

strategies: up-selling, cross-selling, best-in-class-selling, needs-sa-
tisfaction-selling and consultative-selling.

(3) Validate the model by testing and verifying the proposed hy-
potheses.

Online shopping offers access to the items of a worldwide market in
an e-commerce space, increases the value of customers and builds
sustainable capabilities. Human nature makes consumers tend to buy
items recommended by people they consider trustworthy. In the e-
commerce space, the online shop utilises some sort of RE to recommend
items from different categories based on the browsing history and direct
available items to the customer to increase customer satisfaction and
retention. Over the internet, the number of items available is over-
whelming, so there is a need to prioritize, filter and deliver relevant
items matching the preferences or taste of the customer by attenuating
the problem of overload due to display of multiple items, which has, in
the past, created problems for internet users.

When used correctly, personalisation can be a powerful tool and
plays a significant role in digital marketing. If a personalised experience
is offered, customers feel special and are likely to do business (Epsilon,
2018; Simonson, 2005; CyberAtlas Staff, 2002). Dynamic personalisa-
tion is most effective via email as it improves response rates (Vesanen,
2005, p.15; Nussey, 2004). Offline as well as online users may want
more relevance, hence implementing personalisation in places of work,
retail and catering, aligned with consumers’ psychological profiles, can
improve performance and user satisfaction (Stewart-Knox et al., 2016;
Oulasvirta and Blom, 2008). Personalisation is an established e-com-
merce marketing strategy and generates uplifts in purchasing intentions
towards the company, and produces additional customer benefits such
as effectiveness, increase in loyalty, and early feedback (Lee and
Cranage, 2011; Alatalo and Siponen, 2001; Kokko and Moilanen, 1997).
Personalisation of a payment card is an important part of adding value
and ensuring its proper use (Wildash, 2008).

Customer behaviour is changing, so in order to be relevant and
assist in the sales process, current and future marketers need new
knowledge, new skills and new approaches, not only to understand the
changing and technology-enabled marketing environment, but also to
understand and communicate with the new customer (Bala and Verma,
2018). Hence, different areas of academic literature have highlighted
the technology necessary for future research in personalised digital
marketing: customers rely on continuous assistance from other custo-
mers when interacting with sellers, especially in “digital technologies”,
and such technology approbation provides a push for meaningful
commitment and, eventually, for existing customers to foster pro-
spective customers (van Tonder et al., 2018). Luxury brands also make
use of new technologies, but there is little research into the adoption of
“internet-based technologies” in the high-end retail sector (Pantano
et al., 2018; Baker et al., 2018). Advances in digital technology are
expanding e-commerce dimensions and reforming the way consumers
shop and buy products and services (Park and Kim, 2018). Social media
platforms can be a propitious tool for retailers, but to date there is little
knowledge about the influence of social media campaigns and better
interaction with customers (Baum et al., 2018; Di Fatta, 2018; Alalwan
et al., 2017).

In the remainder of this paper, section 2 presents the literature re-
view; section 3 articulates the theory and propositions; section 4 dis-
cusses the proposed framework; section 5 outlines the research meth-
odology; section 6 discusses the results; section 7 focuses on a
discussion covering managerial and social implications; and section 8
concludes the study with a discussion of limitations and an agenda for
future research.

2. Research background

The review is broadly classified into two areas: 1) existing con-
ventional (standard or common) approaches to personalised digital
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marketing; and 2) existing RE approaches to personalised digital mar-
keting.

2.1. Review of existing conventional approaches to personalised digital
marketing

Table A1 in Appendix A presents a breakdown of the extent of
coverage in this field as revealed by the literature review, as well as a
synthesis of existing approaches, i.e. findings, outcomes, limitations,
context and methodology. The following sub-section covers the author's
self-compilation of ideas that remain unexplored in previous studies.

Literature Gaps: The importance of the brand image of luxury pro-
ducts is emphasised by maintaining a personal relationship with cus-
tomers and developing website characteristics before the development
of prescriptive suggestions (Baket et al., 2018), and promotional sug-
gestions are “pushed” out in masses, with no classification of customers.
The items were not classified, but rather brand ranking was considered,
which is not aligned with customer behavior (i.e. repeat visits, addi-
tional purchases, increased trust etc.). Personalisation is an emerging
trend, a necessity in e-commerce, and has different viewpoints (Dangi
and Malik, 2017), but to date studies have not considered the theme of
different selling strategies. Promotions, ideas and suggestions are mu-
tually exclusive external impulse buying signals and there is a positive
relationship between web sales of retailers and the number of external
signals (Dawson and Kim, 2010); however, vitality of personalisation
was not discussed. Quality of promotion is the most important attribute
to increase the conversion rate (Di Fatta et al., 2018), but other out-
comes of personalisation, such as revenue, IPO etc., were not discussed.
Integration of smart phones is reconfiguring retail in digital media and
changing in-store shopping behaviour (Fuentes et al., 2017), but this
study was confined to mobile applications and other digital touchpoints
such as social media sites – the study did not consider Internet Enabled
Televisions (IETVs) or e-commerce websites, or how all digital touch-
points should work in tandem. According to Hallikainen et al. (2018),
the preferred digital touchpoints are functional ones, such as e-mail,
websites and search engines, but their study lacks analysis of short-term
or long-term obligations, and does not determine success factors based
on resources like people, time etc. While deal-prone customers are more
likely to buy deal-of-the-day (DoD) items and enjoyment plays a vital
role in their shopping (Ieva et al., 2018), nevertheless, conscious cus-
tomers are less DoD-oriented, and this study lacks clarity regarding the
implications of different DoD platforms. Personalised products and
services resulting from a personalised design enhance customer sa-
tisfaction and realise sustainable consumption and production (Kaneko
et al., 2018), but this paper lacks detail on the customer engagement
pyramid, i.e. identifying individual customers and their goals, de-
termining the values of the goals, etc. Satisfaction affects spending and
results in more e-commerce spending according to Nisar and Prabhakar
(2017), but their analysis lacks a real- or near-real time analysis. The
study of Park and Kim (2018) classified customers, shopping patterns
and channel preferences to understand path-to-purchase behaviour but
failed to address real or near-real time analysis and only considered
customers of similar priority. Young customers or customers with pre-
vious mobile purchasing experience and those with higher out-of-
pocket expenditure are more likely to use mobile technology as a search
and purchase channel (Singh and Swait, 2017), but this study fails to
identify the factors that “delight” customers or at presenting the tai-
lored messages in an unexpected way. Millennials preferred online
coupons, side-panel ads, competitive prices and good shipping rates,
and did not like pop-up advertising, according to Smith (2011), but the
author does not discuss types of selling strategies. Hedonic shopping
motivations primarily influence attitudes towards IETV shopping, and
shopping on IETV makes shopping online more enjoyable and con-
venient for consumers (Wagner et al., 2017), but there is no discussion
on how to influence customers on their own terms, provide customer-
centred support etc. The manufacturer and the traditional retailer can

use different return policies and this can lead to an increase in online
sales by using revenue sharing plus mechanisms for profit sharing ac-
cording to Yan and Pei (2018), but their paper lacks a discussion on
USP.

Taking into consideration the work identified in Table A1 in
Appendix A, and the identified literature gaps, it can be concluded that
existing approaches: (1) have not looked at item segmentation or USP in
order to achieve more effective customer marketing via personalization;
(2) treat all customers as equal priority, and assume that all digital
touchpoints perform identical marketing content delivery, which is
mistaken. The clusters are mainly used to target customers with per-
sonalised offers and incentives for their preferences and needs, but (3)
the studies failed to call out item suggestions using different selling
strategies such as up-selling, cross-selling, best-in-class-selling, needs-
satisfaction-selling, and consultative-selling. (4) None of the approaches
looked at calling out to customers in real- or near-real time fashion in
order to make the offers “sticky” in the minds of customers.

2.2. Review of recommender engine

In Appendix A, Table A2 presents a breakdown of the adequacy of
coverage identified in the literature review as well as a synthesis of
existing approaches in this area, i.e. findings, outcomes, limitations,
context, and methodology, especially regarding RE. The following sub-
section presents the author's self-compilation of ideas unexplored in
previous studies.

Literature Gaps: The study of Ansari et al. (2000) examined the
merits of the collaborative filtering method and proposed Bayesian
preference model, and discovered five types of information useful for
making recommendations. However, the study does not look at item
clustering or USP and does not factor in different sales strategies.
Greater knowledge is more important in the calculation of re-
commendations for less knowledgeable users and this concept is at the
core of the collaborative memory filtering proposed by Bobadilla et al.
(2009), but they did not emphasise personalised recommendations
through classifying customers or items. The study of Geuens et al.
(2018) proposed a framework for supporting decisions to help e-com-
merce companies select the best collaborative filtering algorithms to
generate recommendations based on binary purchase data online, but
again did not address classifying customers or items to provide perso-
nalised recommendations. In comparison with several state-of-the- art
techniques, the study by Gurini et al. (2018) described a people-to-
people recommendation approach for large scale social networks to
improve recommendation performance, but the study lacks a synthesis
of personalised recommendations and no discussion is made regarding
cold-start items and new (cold-start) customers. Hu et al. (2019) pro-
pose a new item-oriented recommendation algorithm to discover users
who can purchase the target item in order to maximise revenue, but
they lack a synthesis of personalised recommendation and consider all
customers as equal priority. Hwangbo et al. (2018) proposed a colla-
borative filtering recommendation system in the real world and that
shows superiority in product clicks and sales, but the study lacks a
synthesis of personalised recommendation and no discussion is made
regarding cold start items and customers. In contrast, Schafer et al.
(1999) described how recommender systems enhance e-commerce sales
in three ways: converting browsers into buyers, cross-selling and
creating loyalty, and they include cold start items and cold start cus-
tomers in the evaluation criteria. The study of Núñez-Valdez et al.
(2018) described an electronic book recommendation system and
evaluated its quality by benchmarking twelve popular machine learning
algorithms, but again the study lacks personalised recommendation and
no discussion was made for cold start items and cold start customers.

Taking into consideration all the works currently available related
to a Recommender Engine, we see that: (1) such platforms or systems
exist, but it cannot be said that there is an existence of “Personalised
Digital Marketing” using different sales strategies. (2) Many existing
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approaches do not discuss cold start items and cold start customers, and
(3), those that do address cold start items and cold start customers do
not include them in the accuracy evaluation criteria, making the deci-
sions vulnerable.

3. Theory and hypothesis development

This section describes the theoretical foundation of this study. In
this study, three hypotheses (H1, H2 and H3) are proposed. Hypotheses
H1 and H2 are tested and validated with primary data. Hypothesis H3 is
tested and validated against the existing literature.

3.1. Variables and hypothesis conceptualization

Variables, Propositions and Hypotheses used in the study are con-
ceptualized below.

USP: A factor that makes the item(s) or product(s) unique from the
rest of the competing brands (Laskey et al., 1989). It is primarily as-
sociated with advertising.

USP Marketing Pitch: The line of talk in USP to persuade the cus-
tomer to buy the item.

AOV: The average amount spent each time a customer places an
order.

IPO: The number of items ordered in one transaction by one cus-
tomer.

Customers/Users: The group of people who purchase items and ser-
vices and are impacted by the suggestions and are likely to influence the
suggestions.

Items: The set of all products, services including cold start items, that
are to be suggested to the users.

Selling Strategy: The plan by the business on how to go about selling
the additional items and services for possible uplift in profits. This study
considers five selling strategies, namely up-selling, cross-selling, best-
in-class-selling, needs-satisfaction-selling and consultative-selling. Up-
selling is the technique to induce the customer to purchase additional
items, upgrades or expensive add-on items. Cross-selling is the technique
to induce the customer to purchase related or complementary items.
Best-in-class-selling is the technique to induce the customer to purchase
superior items in a specific segment. Needs-satisfaction-selling is the
technique to induce the customer to purchase to satisfy a particular
need, either stated or unstated. Consultative-selling is the technique to
interact with prospects to help them understand their pain points and
induces them to purchase customized items.

Conversion Rate: In the context of digital marketing, the percentage
of users who purchase items on the selling site. In essence, it is the act of
converting prospects to potential buying customers (Di Fatta et al.,
2018).

Organisations use insight based on the user's personal and beha-
vioral data along with similar people's actions to provide an experience
that meets specific preferences, but marketers still struggle with the

execution (Cmswire, 2018), leading to challenges. The challenges
highlighted by different academic authors include: how is value created
for the customer, how does the value concept add a new dimension, and
how meaningful are the results of value creation (Wikström and
Decosta, 2018)? How can businesses personalise website content, e-
mail newsletters and/or mobile notifications (Ricci et al., 2015)? What
are the most important security issues to be considered in the evolving
electronic world, and how should businesses treat privacy concerns
(Nepomuceno et al., 2014)? How do issues such as lack of face-to-face
contact, demanding customers, and difficulties discovering customers'
real wishes limit the efficiency of RE (Leeflang et al., 2014; Kokko and
Moilanen, 1997)?

This paper makes a unique contribution in that no previous research
has paid attention to the perspective wherein the recommendation is
provided in the context of the various selling strategies, and how the
strategies connect with the customers, items and USP. Prior studies
have primarily paid attention to item-to-item similarity (i.e. “content-
based filtering”, “collaborative filtering” and “hybrid filtering”) as the
core principle behind item recommendations offered by RE (Huang
et al., 2007; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005; Isinkaye et al., 2015;
Krzywicki et al., 2015). Other studies have paid attention to the treat-
ment of variables such as users and items (Isinkaye et al., 2015) for
correct recommendations, whereas this study additionally includes
controlled variables and selling strategies to make more accurate re-
commendations, as presented in Equation (1). Let F(TVs) represent the
function over treatment variables and F(CVs) represent the function
over controlled variables. Then Personalised Recommendation (PR) is
given by:

= +PR F(TV) F(CV)s s (1)

The co-relationship among the variables is represented in Fig. 1.
From the diagram, it can be inferred that selling strategies are co-re-
lated to items and customers, and USP marketing pitch is correlated to
USP, customers, items and selling strategies. In Fig. 1, PR stands for
Personalised Recommendation over digital media.

3.2. Theory

Let n be the total number of online customers, and m be the total
number of items. Since a one-size-fits-all approach is inappropriate for
the personalised items recommendation approach, the most important
consideration is to define the e-marketplace by classifying customers,
items, USP, and USP marketing pitch and then applying the most in-
fluential selling strategies. Let m be the total number of items for sale, u
be the total number of users, m″ be the most regular items purchased by
the user u‴, and m‴ be the additional items recommended to u‴, where
m″ ⊆ m, m‴ ⊆ m, u‴ ⊆ u, and n‴ is the total items (i.e. m″ plus m‴)
where n‴⊆ m, then the total items the customer u‴ is expected to
purchase is n‴. The theoretical foundation of this study is based on the
computation of m‴, the two propositions and the three hypotheses,

Fig. 1. Variables Co-relationship diagram.
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with the primary aim of answering the research questions.
Let PDR(C, I, USP, USP Marketing Pitch, Selling Strategies) re-

present the personalised digital recommendation function of a customer
C, covering recommended items I, USP, USP marketing pitch and selling
strategies. Then PDR is defined as:

PDR(C, I, USP, USP Marketing Pitch, Selling Strategies) = TVF(C, I,
Selling Strategies) + CVF(USP, USP Marketing Pitch).Where TVF re-
presents Treatment Variables Function, covering customer, re-
commended items, and Selling Strategies and CVF represents
Controlled Variables Function covering USP and USP Marketing Pitch.

3.3. Hypotheses development

Hypothesis 1. (H1): The online revenue contribution is a key objective
for digital marketing as it provides a simple measure of the performance
of online sales achieved in various product categories (Chaffey and
Ellis-Chadwick, 2019). A few case studies show that measuring and
optimizing the measurement of digital marketing performance
increased revenue from sales (Phippen et al., 2004; Dale Wilson,
2010). Hence, we hypothesize that: the more the business performs
personalised digital marketing, the higher the growth rate of revenue,
as represented in Equation (2). The potential synergy between the
personalised digital marketing and revenue management allows control
of two different components of the marketing funnel. A higher value
means sustainable growth of the company.

PDR(C, I, USP, USP Marketing pitch, Selling Strategies)
% increase in Re venue (2)

Hypothesis 2. (H2): The AOV provides an estimate of the potential
value of completing an order by the user and it is most likely that a high
value can improve performance and increase sales (Nelson et al., 2016).
An interactive shopping basket on the website can be used as a tool to
increase AOV, and the secret behind AOV is to listen to own audience,
provide customers with the shopping experience and the tools to
become loyal evangelists (Mack, 2009). AOV measure revenue, and is
the most critical point in the online retailing value chain (Singh, 2017).
Hence, we hypothesize that: the more the business performs
personalised digital marketing, the higher the rate of AOV, as
represented in Equation (3). A higher value means an increase in the
customer's purchasing habits.

PDR(C, I, USP, USP Marketing Pitch, Selling Strategies)
% increase in AOV (3)

Hypothesis 3. (H3): Alibaba broke records as the biggest items per
order (IPO), pricing its offering at $68 per share and the IPO is expected
to raise $21.8 billion, which values the company at $167.6 billion
overtaking Visa and Facebook (Chen et al., 2014) and became so
successful in e-commerce (Yazdanifard and Li, 2014). Hence, we
hypothesize that: the more the business performs personalised digital
marketing, the higher the rate of IPO, as represented in Equation (4). A
higher value means more gained in total revenue, i.e. attracting more
new customers.

PDR(C, I, USP, USP Marketing Pitch, Selling Strategies)
% increase in IPO (4)

In order to meet the constantly changing needs of the customer, a
strategic focus must be developed and periodically reassessed on what
to sell, what to cross-sell, what to up-sell, what to best-in-class-sell,
what to needs-satisfaction-sell, what to consultative-sell, and which
items have to be discounted. The focus may be developed when any
planned business performance attribute (i.e. revenue, AOV, IPO,
Conversation Rate and Staff Time Saving) is lagging behind actual
performance attributes. Fig. 2 presents a radar chart showing the five-
dimensional performance attributes.

3.4. Building blocks of theory development

The building blocks of theory development are: (1) What: The
variables are customer clusters, item clusters, USP clusters and USP
marketing pitch. The constructs are % growth in revenue, % growth in
AOV, % growth in IPO, growth in conversion rate and % growth in staff
time saving. (2) How: The treatment variables such as customers, items,
customer-friendly selling strategies such as up-selling, cross-selling,
best-in-class-selling, needs-satisfaction-selling, consultative-selling and
the controlled variables such as USP, USP Marketing Pitch are wired
together to deliver personalised recommendations over digital media.
The goal of personalized recommendation is to validate the hypotheses
(H1, H2, H3) and outline the propositions (P1, P2). (3)Why: To achieve
a higher performance in revenue, AOV, IPO, conversion rate and staff
time saving with correct and to the possible extent, best re-
commendation. Finally, (4) Who: The Recommender Engine with the
proposed framework.

4. Proposed framework

Our proposed framework, constructed using the building blocks
described below, is presented in Fig. 3. The building blocks of the
proposed framework are: (1) design of the e-marketplace, (2) perso-
nalised recommendation model and (3) recommendation process. The
strength of the framework is to recommend items in accordance with
the design of the e-marketplace, and to follow the proposed re-
commendation process with the adoption of the proposed personalized
recommendation model.

4.1. Design of e-marketplace

In order to maximise the conversions and order values, the e-mar-
ketplace has been designed by devising a strategy set wherein custo-
mers, items and unique selling proposition (USP) are to be organised
into different clusters and mapped for the marketing customisation. For
better efficiency of the e-business revenue, the taxonomies proposed
below must be continuously re-assessed. The proposed taxonomies are
based on the study by Park and Kim (2018). In particular, the mixed use

Fig. 2. Radar chart depicting phenomenon of strategic focus.

Fig. 3. Proposed Framework for Digital Marketing of Recommended Items Each
of the building blocks of the framework is explained below.
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of online, offline and mobile shopping offers unprecedented challenges
and opportunities for B2C companies to develop effective segmentation
approaches that capture multiple shopping patterns for newly emerging
consumers. A non-hierarchical clustering method is recommended for
this proposed model.

Customer Cluster: The strategy is called a cluster-of-cluster of cus-
tomers and the purpose behind this strategy is to identify the pro-
spective customers from the buying patterns and to communicate
marketing information of items with each as an individual. Primarily,
the cluster is one of three types, namely, items-rated, cold-start and
window-shopping. Items-rated customers are registered to the e-business
and have also rated items (positively or negatively). Cold-start custo-
mers are registered to the e-business but have not rated the items, or
rather items ratings are not available. Window-shopping customers are
neither registered to the e-business nor have they rated the items. As
Fig. 4 depicts, items-rated customers are further clustered as: (1) nu-
cleus customers; (2) backscratcher customers; (3) service vitality cus-
tomers and (4) trivial customers. The customer clusters are mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Dimensional spaces of items-
rated customers are: (1) volume of transactions, (2) relationship, (3)
profitability to the e-business, and (4) cost of service and retaining. The
clustering is based on the concept of customer segmentation (Neslin
et al., 2006).

Items Cluster: The objective behind this strategy is to identify the
prospective items from the buying patterns for efficient personalised
recommendation, as presented in Fig. 5. The item clusters are mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive. Dimensional spaces of items

customers are: (1) cost and (2) criticality. Items are further clustered as:
(1) bulk purchase items; (2) strategic purchase items; (3) critical pur-
chase items and (4) general purchase items. The clustering is based on
the concept of product classification (Korgaonkar et al., 2010).

Unique Selling Proposition (USP) Cluster: The USP propels the cus-
tomers to read more about the recommended items and how the items
are different from those of competitors. It also defines the e-business's
unique position in the marketplace. The cluster is presented in Fig. 6.
USP clusters are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. USP is
further clustered as: (1) hassle-free; (2) best-in-class; (3) lowest price
and (4) uniquely placed. The clustering is based on the concept of ne-
cessity of a well-differentiated and consistent image in successful
branding strategies (Aaker and Joachimsthaler, 2000).

Marketing Pitch: Table 1 indicates the mapping of USP to the cluster
of customers and items. The objective is to deliver the marketing at-
tributes and features of the recommended items. Advertisements for the
recommended items are to be made over the e-commerce web and
mobile platforms. The recommended items are to be promoted over
social media platforms and IETV (Internet-enabled television) sup-
ported by email campaigns, allowing the use of custom video messages
and item images to supplement the campaign.

During email campaigning, the tips presented in Table 2 are to be
kept in mind.

Selling Strategy for Customer Profile: Table 3 represents the mapping
of the selling strategy to the customer cluster and items cluster. The
objective is to build the customer profile in alignment with the cus-
tomer cluster and items cluster from the perspective of the marketing

Fig. 4. Items-rated customer cluster with characteristics.

Fig. 5. Items cluster with characteristics.
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strategy. The selling strategies considered for this research are up-
selling, cross-selling, best-in-class-selling, needs-satisfaction-selling and
consultative-selling. Each of the selling strategies is inherently coupled
with deal-of-the-day (DoD) offers and is based on the study by Ieva
et al. (2018). The proposed up-selling and cross-selling selling strategies
are based on the study by Dawson and Kim (2010).

4.2. Digital marketing recommendation process

The six-stage process suggests a progression of delivering re-
commended items, features and marketing attributes to customers. The
stages are: (1) understand customers and the ratings of the items to be
recommended; (2) understand the business rules defined by the domain
rule setter; (3) understand the user buying pattern and build persona-
lised preferences in real-time or near-real-time; (4) display personalised
recommendation for online users; (5) display personalised re-
commendations for offline users and (6) understand and measure the
impacts of the recommendations and adjust the personalisation strategy
based on the feedback.

The process is illustrated in Fig. 7.

4.3. Proposed model

The proposed model is presented in Fig. 8 and depicts different
components and interactions among those components.

4.3.1. Model touchpoints
Different touchpoints of the proposed model are as follows:
E-Commerce Web Site: The web platform where customers are ex-

pected to register and then login to purchase items and also to view the
marketing attributes of the personalised recommended items. However,
they can continue to purchase without registration and such customers
are termed window-shoppers.

Mobile Application: The mobile platform where customers can reg-
ister without using the web platform and then login to purchase items
and also to view the marketing attributes of personalised recommended
items. However, customers can continue to purchase without login.

IETVs: Televisions that connect directly to the internet to receive the
promotion and advertisements for the personalised recommended
items, based on the study by Wagner et al. (2017).

Social Media Site: The web and mobile social media platform to view
the promotions of the personalised recommended items.

A customer may prefer some digital touchpoints for search and
others for purchase or use a combination of search and purchase and
hence, different touchpoints are proposed, based on the study of Singh
and Swait (2017).

Transactional Preference Information System: The system for storage
of users, items, business domain transaction data, user ratings of items
and preference data (both raw and summarised) in a systematic and
consistent way.

Marketing Information System: The system for storage of business
rules data in a systematic and consistent way, e.g. business rules re-
garding cluster users, items, USP etc.

Recommender Engine: Recommends the personalised items and
marketing attributes to the online users.

Auto E-mail Notifier: Recommends the personalised items and mar-
keting attributes to the offline users. It can also involve word of mouth
promotion.

4.3.2. e-Shopping touch points
The touchpoints in the e-shopping process comprise the persona-

lised recommended items displayed in the user interface (UI) screen/
page: (1) Home, (2) Item Category, (3) Item Detail, (4) Shopping Cart
and (5) Order Confirmation.

4.3.3. Actors
Actors within the proposed model are as follows:
Customers or Users: Individuals or clusters of people who purchase

items, rate the items and view the marketing attributes of re-
commended items.

Business Domain Rules Setter: Individuals or clusters of people who
set the rules for the e-business, e.g. business rules to define clusters of
users, items, USP etc.

4.3.4. Data model
The data model of the proposed recommendation engine is dis-

cussed in Appendix A.

4.3.5. Recommendation algorithm
The recommendation algorithms catering to different selling stra-

tegies and customers are presented in Table 4.

Fig. 6. USP cluster with booster.

Table 1
USP marketing pitch.

Cold-start customers Window-shopping customers Items-rated customers

Trivial customers Service Vitality customers Backscratcher customers Nucleus customers

Strategic Purchase Items Lowest price Hassle-free Uniquely Placed Uniquely Placed Uniquely Placed Best-in-class
Critical Purchase Items Uniquely Placed Uniquely Placed Hassle-free Hassle-free Uniquely Placed Uniquely Placed
Bulk Purchase Items Hassle-free Lowest price Hassle-free Hassle-free Uniquely Placed Uniquely Placed
General Purchase Items Lowest price Lowest price Lowest price Lowest price Lowest price Hassle-free
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5. Research design

A quantitative research methodology (QRM) was used for the ex-
perimental study and the data needed for the experimental study were
collected from the primary source, i.e. a mid-size healthcare retailer
based in India. In this QRM, the t-test statistical hypothesis test was
used. One-tail and two-tail tests were used, keeping the significance
level or tolerance level (α) to 5%. Two-tail testing was used to test the
claim of revenue and AOV from the context of a known universe. One-
tail testing was used to test the claim that the proposed methodology
out-performs the existing methodology. As discussed in the e-market-
place design, customers are classified into items-rated, window-shop-
ping and cold-start segments. Since window-shopping customers pur-
chase items as guests without login to the system, personalised
information is unknown and hence they are classified into an unknown
universe. For this study, this unknown universe is excluded. The known
universe includes items-rated and cold-start customers.

5.1. Sample selection

Convenience sampling was used and the model was trialled with 40
nucleus customers, 10 backscratcher customers, and 35 service vitality
customers. Convenience sampling was used due to proximity and access
to masked and basic data, and lack of access to the known universe. The
customer clusters were based on the sales and profitability of the
healthcare retailer. Based on the buying pattern, the study classified
nucleus customers whose monthly transaction total is more than 50 K
Indian Rupee (INR), service vitality customers whose monthly transac-
tion is in the range of 10 K–50 K INR, and backscratcher customers whose
monthly transaction is less than 10 K INR. Typically, Backscratcher
customers are B2C. Items (i.e. medicines and devices) classification was
done based on the MRP and criticality to B2C and B2B. Cost details of
those items were not shared with the authors due to confidentiality.
Since the model has proposed an items cluster, and due to lack of at-
tributes in the primary data, an interview was conducted with a
salesperson to understand the rationale on performing such clustering.
After the interview, it was concluded that, for the purposes of this
study, medical devices are classified under strategic purchase items and
medicines purchased by B2C are classified under general purchase
items. Medicines purchased by B2B customers are classified under cri-
tical purchase and bulk purchase items, depending on the cost and
volume. USPs for B2B customers involved in the procurement of med-
ical devices and medicines is classified as hassle-free. USPs for B2C
customers are classified under lowest price or best-in-class, depending
on the medicines. USPs for B2B customers involved in the procurement

of medicines only classified under uniquely-placed. This classification
was performed purely in the context of the case-study retailer, and may
vary according to different industries.

In order to validate the proposed model, a binary recommendation
(the item was either liked, i.e. 1, or not, i.e. 0, by the user) was con-
sidered. Let P(u,i) be the predicted recommendation and O(u,i) be the
observed recommendation of a user u out of m, and for an item i out of
n, then the number of correct suggestions is defined in Equation (5).

=
= =

#correct recommendation p(u, i) 0(u, i)
u

m

i

k

1 1 (5)

The predicted recommendation and the observed recommendation
were collected for nucleus, backscratcher, and service vitality custo-
mers on strategic purchase, general purchase, critical and bulk purchase
items.

5.2. Data and summary statistics

One month of convenience sample masked data (for August 2018)
was collected for 100 customers before the implementation of the
proposed approach, and three months (September 2018 to November
2018) of convenience sample masked data were collected for similar
customers after the implementation of the proposed approach. Masked
data collected from the retailer were related to revenue and AOV. Data
for each month were recorded in three different date slots. Slot 1 is from
the 1st to the 10th day of the month, slot 2 from the 11th to the 20th
day of the month, and slot 3 from the 20th to the last day of the month.

Revenue summary statistics from the convenience sample and
known universe with a 5% significance level, recorded in Aug 2018, are
presented in Table 5. AOV summary statistics for the convenience
sample and the known universe, with 5% significance level, recorded
on Aug 2018 are presented in Table 6. Data for the known universe are
presented using a descriptive statistical form with a two-tailed test. The
null hypothesis (H0) is the mean of the convenience sample, which is
equal to the mean of known universe, and the alternative hypothesis
(Ha) is the mean of the known universe, which is either greater or less
than mean of the convenience sample. A p-value or significance level
(α) less than or equal to 5% signifies 95% confidence on the upper and
lower values of the known universe and indicates that there is good
reason to reject the null hypothesis.

Subsequent to the deployment of the proposed approach, data were
recorded for the months with the taxonomy settings presented in
Table 7. These data were used to answer the following questions: (1)
whether the proposed RE model results in growth in revenue and the

Table 2
Email campaign tips.

Items Cluster Tips

Strategic Purchase Items Create desire and announce new about recommended items
Critical Purchase Items Reinforce salespeople and enhance recommended items image
Bulk Purchase Items Convince recommended items are the right for needs
General Purchase Items Create awareness and take next steps about recommended items

Table 3
Selling strategy for customer profile.

Cold-start customers Window-shopping customers Items-rated customers

Trivial customers Service Vitality customers Backscratcher customers Nucleus customers

Strategic Purchase Items B-I-C-S CO-S B-I-C-S B-I-C-S B-I-C-S N-S-S
Critical Purchase Items B-I-C-S CO-S N-S-S N-S-S B-I-C-S B-I-C-S
Bulk Purchase Items B-I-C-S CO-S B-I-C-S U-S and C-S N-S-S C-S
General Purchase Items B-I-C-S CO-S C-S U-S and C-S U-S and C-S U-S and C-S

Legend: CO-S (consultative-selling), B-I-C-S (best-in-class-selling), N-S-S (needs-satisfaction-selling), U-S (up-selling), C-S (cross-selling).
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quantum of growth; (2) whether the proposed RE model results in
growth in AOV and the quantum of growth; and (3) whether the pro-
posed model outperforms existing recommendation approaches.

Revenue summary statistics for the convenience sample and known
universe with 5% significance level, recorded from Sept 2018 to Nov
2018, are presented in Table 8. AOV summary statistics for the con-
venience sample and known universe with 5% significance level, re-
corded from Sept 2018 to Nov 2018, are presented in Table 9. Data for
the known universe are presented using descriptive statistics with a
two-tailed test. The null hypothesis (H0) is that the mean of the con-
venience sample is equal to the mean of the known universe and the
alternative hypothesis (Ha) is that the mean of the known universe is
either greater or less than mean of the convenience sample. A p-value or
significance level (α) less than or equal to 5% signifies 95% confidence
on the upper value and lower values of the known universe and pro-
vides good reason to reject the null hypothesis.

For the performance evaluation of the model, the predicted and
observed recommendation data were collected at different times and
are presented in Table 10. The data was recorded by adopting A/B
testing (i.e. two version of the user interface used for data capture).

According to Santra and Christy (2012), a confusion matrix contains
data about the predicted and observed recommendations of the RE
according to four standard terms, namely True Positive (TP), True

Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). TP are the
cases where both predicted and observed values are 1, TN are the cases
where predicted is 0 and observed is 1, FP are the cases where predicted
is 1 and observed is 0, and FN are the cases where predicted is 0 and
observed is 0. Data recorded for such an analysis is presented in
Table 11.

Legend: NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher Customers, and
SVC: Service Vitality Customers.

6. Results

Results of the experimental pilot study are presented below to in-
dicate effectiveness, efficiency, testing of the propositions and perfor-
mance evaluation, before a final summary.

6.1. Effectiveness

Effectiveness of the proposed approach is measured with the mean
difference of revenue and AOV for the timeframe September to
November 2018 in comparison with August 18, with a breakdown for
the three different timescales. The mean difference for revenue is pre-
sented in Table 12 and AOV is presented in Table 13. The difference is
highlighted in bold. It can be observed that the difference is positive in

Fig. 7. Stages of digital marketing recommended process.

Fig. 8. Personalised digital marketing recommender system.
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all cases and hence it can be concluded that the proposed approach is
effective.

6.2. Efficiency

Efficiency of the proposed approach is measured with the existing
UBCF (Sarwar et al., 2000) and the IBCF (Deshpande and Karypis,
2004; Dou et al., 2016). The mean of revenue and AOV for the time-
frame September, October and November 2018, with a breakdown
across the three different timescales, was measured as per the taxonomy
shown in Table 14. The mean for revenue is presented in Table 12 and
AOV is presented in Table 15.

It can be observed that the mean of our proposed approach is
greater than the existing approaches and hence it can be concluded that
the proposed approach is efficient. The comparison for revenue is
presented in Table 16 and that for AOV is presented in Table 17.

6.3. Performance evaluation and comparison

The study by Portugal et al. (2018) reveals that Precision, Recall, F-
measure and Accuracy are the most commonly used performance me-
trics used for performance evaluation. Each performance metric is

defined in the study by Santra and Christy (2012) and the results ob-
tained from applying these metrics are presented below.

= +
+ + +

Accuracy(RE) TP FN
TP FN TN FP

=
+

Re call(RE) TP
TP FN

=
+

Precision(RE) TP
TP FP

Table 4
Recommendation algorithm appendix.

Sr No. Recommendation Algorithm Appendix

1 Create personalised marketing pitch for a customer C
2 Create personalised marketing pitch for a window-shopping customer D
3 Create personalised marketing pitch for a cold-start customer E
4 Create personalised marketing pitch for an items-rated customer F
5 Create personalised marketing pitch using best in class selling strategy G
6 Create personalised marketing pitch using needs satisfaction selling strategy H
7 Create personalised marketing pitch using up-selling strategy I
8 Create personalised marketing pitch using cross-selling strategy. J
9 Recompute the revised price of the recommended items using DoD K

Table 5
Revenue summary statistics recorded for aug 2018

Monthly Slot Parameter▼ NC BC SVC

1st Convenience Sample
(1st–10th) Mean 101.03 4.6 21.46

SD 11.16 3.38 13.71
Max 119 10 44
Min 78 0 1
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 104.59 5.99 26.16
Lower 97.45 3.20 16.74

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th–20th) Mean 102.43 3.6 27.37

SD 19.42 3.34 14.05
Max 131 10 50
Min 78 0 3
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 107.19 4.97 32.19
Lower 97.65 2.22 22.54

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st–last day) Mean 106.18 4.36 24.29

SD 21.23 2.98 15.64
Max 181 10 50
Min 80 0 2
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 112.96 5.59 29.65
Lower 99.38 3.12 18.91

Legend: SD: standard deviation, NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher
Customers, and SVC: Service Vitality Customers.

Table 6
AOV Summary Statistics recorded for Aug 2018

Monthly Slot Parameter▼ NC BC SVC

1st Convenience Sample
(1st–10th) Mean 9.03 2.24 5.26

SD 6.58 1.76 2.76
Max 20 5 10
Min 0 0 1
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 11.12 2.96 6.20
Lower 6.92 1.51 4.30

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th–20th) Mean 11.70 2.6 6.06

SD 6.51 1.53 2.36
Max 20 4 10
Min 1 0 1
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 13.78 3.23 6.86
Lower 9.61 1.96 5.24

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st–last day) Mean 9.30 1.96 5.09

SD 5.98 1.65 2.77
Max 20 5 10
Min 0 0 1
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 11.21 2.63 6.03
Lower 7.38 1.28 4.13

Legend: SD: standard deviation, NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher
Customers, and SVC: Service Vitality Customers.

Table 7
Timing of taxonomy setting.

Month Monthly Slot Approach

Sept 18 1st (1st-10th) Our proposed approach
2nd (10th-20th) User based collaborative filtering (UBCF)
3rd (20th-last date) Item based collaborative filtering (IBCF)

Oct 18 1st (1st-10th) IBCF
2nd (10th-20th) Our proposed approach
3rd (20th-last date) UBCF

Nov 18 1st (1st-10th) UBCF
2nd (10th-20th) IBCF
3rd (20th-last date) Our proposed approach
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Table 8
Revenue summary statistics recorded from Sept 2018 to Nov 2018

Month Monthly Slot Parameter▼ NC BC SVC

Sep 18 1st Convenience Sample
(1st – 10th) Mean 137.15 6.44 32.82

SD 22.691 3.652 15.664
Max 185 13 64
Min 91 0 8
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 144.43 7.94 38.20
Lower 129.91 4.93 27.44

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th – 20th) Mean 136.22 5.08 33.17

SD 21.882 3.510 14.055
Max 177 12 59
Min 79 0 4
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 143.22 6.52 37.99
Lower 129.22 3.63 28.34

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st – last day) Mean 138.2 6 31.42

SD 27.366 3.188 16.516
Max 214 13 64
Min 86 0 5
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 146.95 7.31 37.10
Lower 129.44 4.68 25.75

Oct 18 1st Convenience Sample
(1st – 10th) Mean 131.45 5.52 29.14

SD 20.673 3.501 14.352
Max 164 12 58
Min 90 0 1
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 138.06 6.96 34.07
Lower 124.83 4.07 24.21

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th – 20th) Mean 135.27 4.76 34.08

SD 25.525 3.192 14.494
Max 190 11 63
Min 84 0 7
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 143.43 6.07 39.06
Lower 127.11 3.44 29.10

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st – last day) Mean 138.65 5.04 29.68

SD 28.508 3.128 16.3
Max 221 11 59
Min 92 0 5
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 147.76 6.33 35.28
Lower 129.53 3.74 24.08

Nov 18 1st Convenience Sample
(1st – 10th) Mean 129.37 5.64 29.91

SD 21.695 3.352 15.38
Max 175 12 58
Min 91 0 3
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 136.31 7.02 35.19
Lower 122.43 4.25 24.62

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th – 20th) Mean 136.17 4.92 33.88

SD 21.871 3.377 15.101
Max 182 11 63
Min 97 0 7
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 143.16 6.31 39.07
Lower 129.18 3.52 28.69

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st – last day) Mean 139.25 5.48 33.88

Table 8 (continued)

Month Monthly Slot Parameter▼ NC BC SVC

SD 33.996 3.124 16.453
Max 239 12 64
Min 85 1 9
Known Universe
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 150.12 6.76 38.08
Lower 128.37 4.19 26.77

Legend: SD: standard deviation, NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher
Customers, and SVC: Service Vitality Customers.

Table 9
AOV Summary Statistics recorded from Sept 2018 to Nov 2018

Month Monthly Slot Parameter NC BC SVC

Sep 18 1st Convenience Sample
(1st – 10th) Mean 11.42 4.48 6.94

SD 6.64 1.682 2.848
Max 24 7 13
Min 2 1 1
Known Universe
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 13.54 5.17 7.92
Lower 9.3 3.78 5.96

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th – 20th) Mean 12.17 3.12 6.31

SD 6.586 1.66 2.08
Max 21 5 10
Min 1 0 2
Known Universe
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 14.28 3.80 7.02
Lower 10.06 2.43 5.59

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st – last day) Mean 12 2.52 6.37

SD 6.168 1.782 2.766
Max 24 6 12
Min 3 0 2
Known Universe
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 13.97 3.25 7.32
Lower 10.02 1.78 5.42

Oct 18 1st Convenience Sample
(1st – 10th) Mean 11.7 2.76 6.78

SD 6.509 1.832 3.218
Max 24 6 13
Min 1 0 1
Known Universe
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 13.78 3.51 8.17
Lower 9.61 2 5.39

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th – 20th) Mean 14.32 3.04 7.91

SD 6.486 1.513 2.728
Max 23 5 12
Min 3 0 3
Known Universe
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 16.39 3.66 9.09
Lower 12.25 2.41 6.73

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st – last day) Mean 11.85 2.44 6.65

SD 6.286 1.733 2.515
Max 24 5 12
Min 1 0 2
Known Universe
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 13.86 3.15 7.73
Lower 9.83 1.72 5.56

Nov 18 1st Convenience Sample
(1st – 10th) Mean 11.44 2.92 6.60

SD 6.692 1.777 3.011
Max 24 6 12

(continued on next page)
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Table 18 presents a comparison of the performance of our approach
against the existing approaches (UBCF, IBCF).

6.4. Summary of results

In summary, the results of the study suggests that the presence of
personalised recommendations in digital channels leads to a more po-
sitive perception towards the business operating parameters such as
sales, revenue, AOV etc. Personalisation appears to have an important
positive customer relationship impact. Tables 19–21 present the re-
lationship of our proposed approach to revenue, AOV, and IPO re-
spectively.

Fig. 9 presents the performance comparison of the proposed model
with IBCF and UBCF.

6.5. Test summary

Table 22 depicts a summary of the test results of this study.
Hypothesis H1 (based on revenue) and Hypothesis H2 (based on

AOV) are tested and presented in Tables 14 and 15, respectively.
Hypothesis H3 (based on IPO) is tested mathematically with the ex-
isting theory: IPO = Sales/AOV, wherein sales are the major source of
revenue. The statically significant of all three hypotheses is strong as
the p-value is less than 0.001.

Table 9 (continued)

Month Monthly Slot Parameter NC BC SVC

Min 1 0 1
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 13.64 3.65 7.91
Lower 9.24 2.18 5.3

2nd Convenience Sample
(11th – 20th) Mean 12.26 3.08 7.13

SD 6.391 1.552 2.865
Max 21 5 12
Min 1 0 2
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 14.36 3.72 8.36
Lower 10.16 2.43 5.89

3rd Convenience Sample
(21st – last day) Mean 11.94 3.84 6.73

SD 6.277 1.7 2.865
Max 23 6 12
Min 3 1 2
Known Universe
p-Value < 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Upper 14.01 4.54 7.87
Lower 9.88 3.13 5.6

Legend: SD: standard deviation, NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher
Customers, and SVC: Service Vitality Customers.

Table 10
Predicted and observed recommendation data collection timing.

Month Monthly Slot Approach

Sept 18 1st (1st-10th) Our proposed approach
Oct 18 3rd (20th-last date) UBCF
Nov 18 2nd (10th-20th) IBCF

Table 11
Predicted and observed recommendation recorded data.

Month & Slot Approach Customer TP TN FP FN

Sept 18 and 1st Our proposed approach NC 1360 80 80 112
BC 17 0 1 2
SVC 294 14 17 25
Sum 1671 94 98 139

Oct 18 and 3rd UBCF NC 1155 70 70 98
BC 13 0 0 2
SVC 281 13 17 24
Sum 1449 83 87 124

Nov 18 and 2nd IBCF NC 1245 75 75 105
BC 15 0 0 2
SVC 299 14 18 26
Sum 1559 89 93 133

Table 12
Effectiveness test for revenue.

Month Monthly Customer Segmentation Mean

Slot NC BC SVC

Aug 18 1st 101.02 4.6 21.45
2nd 102.425 3.6 27.37
3rd 106.17 4.36 24.28

Sep 18 1st 137.17 6.44 32.82
35.78% 40% 53%

2nd 136.22 5.08 33.17
33.06 41.11% 21.29%

3rd 138.2 6 31.42
30.16 37.61% 29.41%

Oct 18 1st 131.45 5.52 29.14
30.12% 20% 35.82%

2nd 135.27 4.76 34.08
32.07% 32.22% 24.53%

3rd 138.65 5.04 29.68
30.59% 15.60% 22.24%

Nov 18 1st 129.37 5.64 29.91
28.06% 22.61% 39.41%

2nd 136.17 4.92 33.88
32.95% 36.67% 23.80%

3rd 139.25 5.48 32.42
31.15% 25.69% 33.53%

Legend: NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher Customers, and SVC:
Service Vitality Customers.

Table 13
Effectiveness test for AOV.

Month Monthly Customer Segmentation Mean

Slot NC BC SVC

Aug 18 1st 9.02 2.24 5.27
2nd 11.7 2.6 6.05
3rd 9.3 1.96 5.08

Sep 18 1st 11.42 4.48 6.94
26.59% 100% 32.07%

2nd 12.17 3.12 6.31
4.06% 20% 4.25%

3rd 12 2.52 6.37
29.03% 28.57% 25.28%

Oct 18 1st 11.7 2.76 6.78
29.64% 23.21% 29.02%

2nd 14.32 3.04 7.91
22.44% 16.92% 30.64%

3rd 11.85 2.44 6.65
27.42% 24.49% 30.80%

Nov 18 1st 11.44 2.92 6.60
26.84% 30.36% 25.71%

2nd 12.26 3.08 7.13
4.81% 18.46% 17.72%

3rd 11.94 3.84 6.73
28.47% 95.92% 32.51%

Legend: NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher Customers, and SVC:
Service Vitality Customers.
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7. Discussion

This study aimed to understand how personalised recommendations
in digital channels can fuel growth in revenue, AOV, IPO, and several

findings were illuminated.
As we continue to step into the digital age, personalisation is a

powerful and influential tool in which businesses discern what the
customer wants to purchase before the individual thinks of it. While
basic personalisation is relatively easy to realise, multidimensional
personalisation, where an item recommendation shows up to the right
customer, in the right place, at the right time and communicates the
precise marketing content, is a little harder to achieve. But it is
worthwhile, it is the focus of this study, and the results justify pursuing
it.

It can be concluded from Table 19 that revenue experienced a sig-
nificant and positive effect for the organization, with average monthly
revenue showing 33.49% growth in a three-month time period. Our
result on summarized revenue is in line with previous studies (Day,
1994, 2014; Wang et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2009; Wiles et al., 2012;
Rodgers and Thorson, 2018; Lee and Hosanagar, 2018). Moreover, this
study paid attention to different customer clusters and clocked revenue
growth per each cluster. It was observed that customers with high
transaction, and sustain relationship with the seller contributes more
revenue. It can be concluded from Table 20 that AOV experienced a
significant and positive effect, and the average monthly AOV exhibits a
32.79% growth in the three-month time period. Our result on AOV is in
line with the study by Lee and Hosanagar (2014). Moreover, this study
paid attention to different customer clusters and clocked AOV growth
per each cluster. It was observed that customers that results into high
profitability to the business contributes more AOV. It can be concluded
from Table 21 that IPO exhibited a significant and positive effect, and
the average monthly IPO is measured at 1.93% growth over the three-
month time period. Our result on IPO is in line with the study of
Hargreaves (2011). Moreover, this study paid attention to different
customer clusters and clocked IPO growth per each cluster. It was ob-
served that customers that results into high profitability to the business
and performs high transaction, contributes more IPO. It can be con-
cluded from Fig. 9 that our proposed method outperforms the previous
state-of-the-art, the IBCF and UBCF methodologies.

Previous researchers have emphasised the importance of persona-
lisation (Kaynama and Black, 2000) and observed the helpfulness of
personalised content to the quality of service in e-business and how it
plays a role in affecting customer satisfaction (Szymanski and Hise,
2000) and buying intention (Shim et al., 2001). Our findings are in line
with the above studies in terms of the observed growth in revenue and
AOV, but in conjunction with different selling strategies. As such, this
study attempted to shed light that personalised digital marketing: (1)
brings traffic to the e-business by accomplishing customised e-mail
messages and targeted blasts; (2) provides relevant information by
analysing the customer's present use and previous browsing history, the
engine can deliver appropriate suggestions. The data is gathered in real-
time, so the engine can respond as the shopping habits change. (3) It
engages users when individualised item suggestions are made by diving
even more deeply into the items without the user needing to carry out
search after search. (4) It increases AOV by showing tailored alter-
natives. (5) It reduces work and overload by utilising an engine to
automate the e-purchasing process, reducing the workload for IT staff
and budgeting. (6) It can boost number of items per order when the
customer is shown options that fulfil their interest.

7.1. Theoretical contributions

In this digital age, scholars in numerous research areas have ex-
plored RE extensively, for example, in management, computer science,
physics, sociology and so on (Lü et al., 2012). A series of studies has
shown that the internet and the use of ICTs have completely trans-
formed marketing strategies for business (Pires et al., 2006; Simintiras
et al., 2015; Shiau et al., 2017). Research consistently suggests that
marketing abilities can help to create an enduring competitive edge and
contribute to companies’ long-term profit and revenue growth (Day,

Table 14
Efficiency test for revenue.

Approach Customer Revenue Mean

Month and Monthly Slot

Our proposed approach Sep-1st Oct-2nd Nov-3rd
NC 137.17 135.27 139.25 137.23
BC 6.44 4.76 5.48 5.56
SVC 32.82 34.08 32.42 33.1

UBCF Sep-2nd Oct-3rd Nov-1st
NC 136.22 138.65 129.37 134.74
BC 5.08 5.04 5.48 5.2
SVC 33.17 29.68 32.42 31.75

IBCF Sep-3rd Oct-1st Nov-2nd
NC 138.2 131.45 136.17 135.27
BC 6.0 5.52 4.92 5.48
SVC 31.42 29.14 33.88 31.48

Legend: NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher Customers, and SVC:
Service Vitality Customers.

Table 15
Efficiency test for AOV.

Approach Customer AOV Mean
Month and Monthly Slot

Our proposed approach Sep-1st Oct-2nd Nov-3rd
NC 11.42 14.32 11.94 12.56
BC 4.48 3.04 3.84 3.78
SVC 6.94 7.91 6.73 7.19

UBCF Sep-2nd Oct-3rd Nov-1st
NC 12.17 11.85 11.44 11.82
BC 3.12 2.44 2.92 2.82
SVC 6.31 6.65 6.60 6.52

IBCF Sep-3rd Oct-1st Nov-2nd
NC 12 11.7 12.26 11.98
BC 2.52 2.76 3.08 2.78
SVC 6.37 6.78 7.13 6.76

Legend: NC: Nucleus Customers, BC: Backscratcher Customers, and SVC:
Service Vitality Customers.

Table 16
Revenue comparison of proposed approach with existing approaches.

Customer Proposed Approach UBCF IBCF

NC 137.23 134.74 135.27
BC 5.56 5.2 5.48
SVC 33.1 31.75 31.48

Table 17
AOV comparison of proposed approach with existing approaches.

Customer Proposed Approach UBCF IBCF

NC 12.56 11.82 11.98
BC 3.78 2.82 2.78
SVC 7.19 6.52 6.76

Table 18
Performance comparison of proposed approach with existing approaches.

RE Accuracy Recall Precision F-Measure

Our Approach 90.410% 92.320% 94.460% 93.378%
UBCF 90.247% 92.117% 94.336% 93.213%
IBCF 90.288% 92.139% 94.370% 93.242%
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1994, 2014; Day, 2011; Wang et al., 2007; Morgan et al., 2009; Wiles
et al., 2012). In increasingly competitive markets, determining which
marketing proficiencies to develop and how these proficiencies should
be promoted has become a notable, if elusive, question. In line with the
above studies, we have identified the RE based approach to recommend
personalised items. The findings are consistent with the above studies
from the viewpoint of revenue, but may not hold true for profit, spe-
cifically for the customer clusters service vitality and trivial. Such cus-
tomers always look for the opportunity to purchase items at a dis-
counted rate. To improve sales and increase market capture, retailers
often take a back-foot on profitability.

Till now, numerous “recommendation algorithms” have been pre-
sented. However, little focus was paid to studying and closely ex-
amining the effect of delivering marketing content with a re-
commendation process that accommodates different selling strategies.
Very good recommendation of items, meeting expected accuracy, can
be achieved only for items-rated customers. However, e-business can't
reach its maximum potential by targeting only items-rated customers,
but must attract new customers, retain them and encourage them to
take specific actions to achieve an increase in the conversion rate.
Hence, it is vital to recommend items correctly and appropriately,
meeting individual needs and interests, and delivering individualised
messages and offerings. In this paper, we have studied the relevance of
such customer clusters and find that a correlation exists between the
items and USPs, and such a correlation leads to the delivery of in-
dividualised messages and offerings to current or prospective customer
base. To our knowledge, our paper is one of the first attempts to offer
personalisation services using customer-friendly selling strategies such
as up-selling, cross-selling, best-in-class-selling, needs-satisfaction-
selling and consultative-selling with inherently coupled DoD offers.

7.2. Managerial implications

The current study offers insights for marketers and managers who
may be interested in taking advantage of the benefits of the re-
commender engine and explains why they should pay attention.
However, the greatest promise of recommendation engines will be
realised by building a self-improving system, i.e. given a sufficient
stream of data it can better satisfy customers over time.

In everyday life, we choose, for example, a bank based on sugges-
tions by recommendation letters, word of mouth (WoM) and reviews

printed in newspapers or general surveys. However, such a method
(Mooney, 2018; Hamel, 2018) is often slow to diffuse and it can take an
even longer time to build a relationship with customers. Further, it is
limited in the number of potential customers, is inefficient in thor-
oughly tracking the amount of business generated, is inefficient at
preventing bad experiences, and does not offer advice and direction to
customers. Overall, such method clearly lacks personalisation. Perso-
nalised marketing is not only important for selling the items, but also in
creating long-term customers.

The model developed in this study has major managerial con-
sequences. The model including personalisation can enable a research
company to appreciate the importance of personalised marketing in
order to improve its marketing processes and dynamic capabilities in
order to gain a permanent competitive advantage (Dangi and Malik,
2017).

The results indicate that marketing in one digital channel could lead
to higher costs in another digital channel, therefore the profits and
benefits generated by various digital touchpoints should not be eval-
uated in isolation (Kumar et al., 2016).

However, personalisation is an essential and necessary condition for
achieving an online performance benchmark. The personalised mar-
keting content should be designed with consideration of the lasting goal
of building the brand.

From the various findings, it can be inferred that the personalised
marketing is not homogenous across demographic boundaries. When
designing a personalised marketing scheme to achieve efficiency and
effectiveness, there are other attributes and their attributes that the
Business Domain Rules Setter should consider. For example, it can be
refined by considering the employment categories of customers, such as
government worker, non-government worker, self-employed, and job-
less.

An e-business can reasonably be recommended to implement the
system described, with the expectation that it and would bring ade-
quate returns to justify the investment. The increasing importance of
providing a personalised online experience is highlighted in a survey by
Econsultancy and Monetate (2013), in which 94% of companies said
that personalisation is critical to current and future successes. In ad-
dition, research found that improved business performance and cus-
tomer experience are the main drivers for customising the website ex-
perience for two-thirds (66%) of customer side respondents. The proof
of the pudding is in the eating, and personalisation can elevate the

Table 19
Result summary for revenue.

Customer Revenue % Mean diff

Month and Monthly Slot

Aug-1st Aug-2nd Aug-3rd Mean Sep-1st Oct-2nd Nov-3rd Mean

NC 101.25 102.24 106.17 103.22 137.17 135.27 139.25 137.23 32.95
BC 4.6 3.6 4.36 4.18 6.44 4.76 5.48 5.56 33.01
SVC 21.45 27.37 24.28 24.36 32.82 34.08 32.42 33.1 35.88
Revenue Mean 43.92 58.63 33.49

Table 20
Result summary for AOV.

Customer AOV % Mean diff

Month and Monthly Slot

Aug-1st Aug-2nd Aug-3rd Mean Sep-1st Oct-2nd Nov-3rd Mean

NC 9.02 11.7 9.3 10 11.42 14.32 11.94 12.56 25.60
BC 2.24 2.6 1.96 2.26 4.48 3.04 3.84 3.78 67.26
SVC 5.25 6.05 5.08 5.46 6.94 7.91 6.73 7.19 31.68
AOV Mean 5.9 7.84 32.79
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company to great heights. Even if the company does not yet have an
online presence, it should be possible to start small and still work ef-
fectively. Increasingly, companies are attempting to improve their ROI
using this technology in their marketing campaigns.

7.3. Social implications

RE can help customers to discover a wide range of items, including
books, films, foods, music, electronic appliances, clothes etc, and be-
cause of the high commercial value of these items, it has been suc-
cessfully deployed in the retail industry, for example in Amazon's
product recommendations, iTunes music recommendation, Netflix's
film recommendation, etc. By creating “social friendship” it boosts
happiness and reduces stress, thus improving the consumer's self-con-
fidence and self-worth.

Sometimes, the customer purchases RE-suggested items by accident
(e.g. the item is on sale and seems like good value for a customer; the
customer purchases, and if it's not the right color or fit, they return it). A
well-designed returns policy implementation in the RE leads to an in-
crease in purchases and results in a positive effect on customer beha-
vior.

Sensitive personal information must be treated with great care, as
misuse or security breaches can result in identity theft, financial fraud,
and other problems that collectively have an adverse impact on people,
businesses and governments, for example, in the form of a government
fine, forced resignation, etc. Therefore, RE must ensure the security of
such personal information.

8. Conclusion

The paper has presented a new approach involving real-time per-
sonalised marketing of items in digital media using RE, making use of a
blend of selling strategies including up-selling, cross-selling, best-in-
class-selling, needs-satisfaction-selling, and consultative-selling. The
proposed framework comprises three building blocks, namely e-mar-
ketplace design, the marketing model, and the recommendation pro-
cess. In designing the e-marketplace, different clusters were formed,
namely, customers, items and the USP, and then the marketing pitch
and selling strategies were proposed. A 6-stage process was proposed
depicting the progression of delivering recommended items’ features
and marketing attributes to the customers. A model was proposed
highlighting the different components, actors, data model, and the re-
commendation algorithm. The theoretical background of the model and
the building blocks of the theory were presented along with five pro-
positions. The study revealed that items should be recommended to the
customer based not on assumptions or guesswork, but rather based on
their buying pattern, i.e. items that have been repeatedly investigated,
or observed, and purchased. Personalised marketing will make the
customer feel as if their mind has been read and have a mammoth
impact on the overall e-shopping experience across different digital
channels. The conclusion can be drawn that personalisation marketing
in digital channels can bring benefits to the business. Some small scale
business has so far failed to clearly understand the benefits of perso-
nalisation on performance. Such businesses must appreciate that per-
sonalisation includes the performance of personalised marketing, per-
sonalised marketing out-turn, customer value and market value. Both
the value for the customer and the value for the marketer increase in
terms of both profit and cost margin.

8.1. Limitations

The study has presented several interesting insights. However, it has
few limitations. A small data set was considered for the experimental
study and was captured from one healthcare retailer operating in
multiple locations in India. The research was limited to a particular set
of technology. Privacy concern is the barrier in online shopping and
should be investigated and is beyond the purview of this study. Other
limitations are addressed in the future research agenda.

8.2. Future research agenda

Organisations have different approaches to personalisation. The real
goal of personalisation is to increase the probability of organisation
success through customer satisfaction by improving performance at the
touchpoints. Businesses should perhaps introduce new types of perso-
nalisation slowly while keeping an eye on technical challenges. Over
time, it is recommended to monitor the roles of customers. Further
research is definitely warranted, and questions that researchers might
consider are: how to measure the attitudes of the customers towards
personalisation? What are the other real benefits that can be achieved

Table 21
Result summary for IPO.

Customer IPO

Month and Monthly Slot Mean

Aug-1st Aug-2nd Aug-3rd Mean Sep-1st Oct-2nd Nov-3rd

NC 11.22 8.73 11.41 10.45 12.01 9.44 11.66 11.04
BC 2.05 1.38 2.22 1.88 1.43 1.56 1.42 1.47
SVC 4.08 4.52 4.77 4.46 4.72 4.30 4.81 4.61
IPO Mean 5.60 5.71

Average Monthly IPO = (5.71 – 5.60)/5.60= 1.93%.

Fig. 9. Performance comparison of proposed model.

Table 22
Test summary.

Hypothesis/Proposition Supported in Study Statically Significant

Hypothesis H1 (Revenue) Yes Yes (Strong)
Hypothesis H2 (AOV) Yes Yes (Strong)
Hypothesis H3 (IPO) Yes Yes (Strong)
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through personalisation? Moreover, it is important to analyse the cir-
cumstances under which personalisation does not bring benefits to the
organisation, along with how hyper-personalisation techniques or tools
can be adopted by the companies – going beyond the customer data to
determine how it can tailor future shopping experiences, how hyper-
personalisation techniques can deliver better results in comparison to
personalisation techniques. We put forward two propositions based on
our work that can be tested using primary or secondary data for future
work.

Proposition 1 (P1): To improve digital marketing performance,
conversation rate plays a significant role (Chaffey and Patron, 2012).
Hence, the proposition is: the more the business performs personalised
digital marketing, the greater is the increase in conversion rate, as re-
presented in Equation (6). A high rate of conversion means that people
want what they offer and they can easily get it.

PDR(C, I, USP, USP Marketing Pitch, Selling Strategies) ∝ increase in
Conversion Rate … (6)

Proposition 2 (P2): Skinner (2000) states that by saving time and
reducing staff numbers, sellers can achieve cost savings in “finding new
customers” and reducing “administration costs.” Hence, the proposition
is: the more the business performs personalised digital marketing, the
higher the rate of staff time saving, as represented in Equation (7).
Using support staff to assess each and every customer can be difficult,
daunting and time-consuming and the key is to save their time. A higher
value means greater reduction of operational expenses such as cost of
recruiting, hiring and training, and improving productivity through a
variety of means, yielding the best possible returns.

PDR(C, I, USP, USP Marketing Pitch, Selling Strategies) ∝ % Staff Time
saving … (7)

The authors hope that this paper will guide and inspire future re-
search on personalised marketing focusing on Recommender Engine.
We hope that the problems presented in this paper will help the mar-
keting function to discuss the next generation of recommendation
technologies for more effective personalised recommendations.

Appendix A

Table A1
Literature Review of existing conventional approach of digital marketing.

Reference Findings Outcomes Limitations Context Methodology

Baker et al., 20-
18

Demonstration on how luxury com-
panies can utilize Information
Technology (IT) for marketing strate-
gies and improvement of brand
equity, customer satisfaction and
corporate performance by the sys-
temic approach in using IT.

The preservation of the unique
image of the luxury brand in the
Internet's mass media is a funda-
mental challenge.

The literature on the luxury firms is
fragmented and the study addresses
the internet dilemma instead of
cause-effect relationship.

Luxury brand items in luxury
firms and embracing with
internet technologies.

Qualitative in-
vestigation.

Dangi & Malik
(2017)

Described the concept of personaliza-
tion by synthesising various perspec-
tives on personalization by analysing
key themes, components and ap-
proaches in literature and highlighted
customers' attitudes towards perso-
nalization.

Personalisation in marketing of-
fers tremendous opportunities in
the years ahead.

The study was based on the literature
survey and some other important
papers may have been missed.

Personalisation in e-com-
merce

Extensive and
critical litera-
ture review

Dawson & Kim
(2010)

Proposed that internet retailers re-
peatedly carry out “up-selling” and
“cross-selling” promotions through
items recommendations.

Types of external impulse trigger
signals that have often been used
on websites for apparel.

Sample websites are used for the
content analysis and such sample
cannot be generalized to all apparel
web sites.

Investigation of external cues
on apparel web sites.

Focus group
interviews.

Di Fatta et al.,
2018

Strategy focusing on quality or pro-
motion and prevention of those facets
from being mixed into the website
offer is the key factor in improving
the conversion rate.

The impact of conversion rates of
mainstream and luxury products
differ.

Information loss during data aggre-
gation and some antecedent factors
affecting the amount of traffic were
not considered.

Identification and analysis of
the factors in improving the
conversion rate for web re-
tailers.

Exploratory
regression
analysis and
qualitative
comparative
analysis.

Fuentes et al. (-
2017)

Examined and conceptualized how
smartphone integration as a digital
device reconfigures the retail land-
scapes of stores and their implications
for retailers and consumers. The in-
tegration of the digital device reor-
ganizes shopping activities, and as a
result, new information landscapes,
social landscapes and experience
landscapes unfolded.

Shopping activities have been
reconfigured using smart phones.

The study didn't call out the negative
implication of mobile shopping

Retail digitization by exam-
ining how the integration of
smart phones into in- store
shopping reconfigures retail
stores.

Combination
of observa-
tions and in-
terviews.

Hallikainen et a-
l. (2018)

Among all digital touch points such as
“websites, email, search engines,
chat, social networks, photo and
video content communities, discus-
sion forums and blogs”, digital touch
points “email, websites, and search
engines” are favored and the greatest
difference lies in their readiness for
overall technology.

The retailers should dedicate as-
sets to the digital touch points
that are most beneficial.

The choice of digital touchpoints
limits the findings and a number of
other options remain open. The di-
gital touchpoints were studied at a
general level and more deep attention
is required into specific digital ser-
vices

Individuals preferences for
digital touchpoints in four
distinct segments such as
anti-digital, anti-social
media, majority, and digital
channel.

Extensive
study.

Ieva et al. (201-
8)

Value sensible customers are less fo-
cused on deal-of-the-day (DoD), while
dealers are further verisimilar to buy
DoD, and enjoyment plays an

Younger customers buy supple-
mental DoD when they enjoy a
pleasant shopping experience.

Did not test more complex relation-
ships among independent variables
and the outcome. The analysis is
limited to the student population of a
single university.

DoD website shopping. Online survey

(continued on next page)
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Table A1 (continued)

Reference Findings Outcomes Limitations Context Methodology

important role in young consumers
shopping behavior.

Kaneko et al. (-
2018)

Development of a design metho-
dology to support providers of perso-
nalization.

The methodology of personaliza-
tion design does not depend on
human skills.

The relationship between each
strategy and each pattern of persona-
lization steps is not shown.

Personalization of products
and services.

Case Study

Kim (2018) Examined the effects of the presenta-
tion of digital products on the pro-
cessing and behavioral intention of
customer information in e-retail set-
tings and concluded verbal stimuli
varying in items descriptions were
more effectual in evoking imagery
and rambling processing than view-
able stimulus varying in size.

How the digital environment in-
fluences the internal processes
and the consumer's intention.

Relatively small sample size and lacks
external validity, and thus general-
ization to other contexts needs cau-
tion.

e-retailing Experimental
study

Nisar & Prabha-
kar (2017)

For United States based e-commerce
retailers, customer satisfaction affects
consumer spending. The relationship
between satisfaction of customers and
consumer expenditure is positive,
with increased e-satisfaction leading
to more e-commerce. There is a direct
link between “e-service quality, e-
satisfaction and e-loyalty” when it
comes to consumer online spending.

In United States, there is a high
correlation between “Customer
Satisfaction Index” and the
“Customer Price Index”.

Further analysis of technology-based
service capabilities.

Customer satisfaction in e-
commerce market

Regression and
panel-data
analysis

Pantano et al.
(2018)

Retail industry is witnessing in-
creasing number of technologies such
as digital, mobile, absorptive and
enveloping technologies to provide
online platform for direct purchase
from home 24/7

Sellers influence customers and
their emotional involvement
with the items and the shop.

Study was limited to five luxury
companies adopting smart technolo-
gies and reinforced the generaliz-
ability of results. The selected com-
panies didn't have innovation
department to act digital ideas
through the marketing strategies.

Smart retailing Qualitative
Approach

Park & Kim (2-
018)

Classified customers with their shop-
ping patterns and channel preferences
using data from Korean and US, who
are on their path to purchase. Path-to-
purchase factor is assessed to deter-
mine the differences between Korean
and US consumers with regard to
their shopping patterns.

Korean and U.S. consumers
shopping patterns are consider-
ably different.

Customer classification with
respect to shopping patterns
and channel preferences

Association
Rule Mining
and Social
Network
Analysis

Reydet & Carsa-
na (2017)

Impact of digital design factors and
the positive effect of mediation on
two key marketing outcomes: com-
mitment and customer loyalty. Digital
factors have been shown to have an
undeviating effect on positive effects
but to have deviating influence on
attitude. Between digital displays and
these results, positive effects play a
mediating role.

Digital design styles have favor-
able influences on customers and
are capable of providing a service
environment meeting needs of
the customers.

There is a need to retest the frame-
work to evaluate the temporal impact
of digital design.

Influence of digital design
factors and the mediating ef-
fect of positive effect on cus-
tomer commitment and loy-
alty

Survey and
quantitative
approach.

Singh & Swait
(2017)

Mobile and desktop devices differ in
the digital channel in their usefulness
in the search dimension. The chances
of selecting channel combinations
with mobile increases owing to the
convenience of searching while the
desktop is attractive due to perceived
price comparison search gains.

Young consumers with previous
mobile purchasing experience
and higher “out- of- pocket” costs
are prone to use mobile as a
purchasing channel.

Lack of deeper insights into the extent
of device switching and the time
spent in each channel due to non-
availability of longitudinal data on
consumer search.

Mobile internet channel Survey of
random
sample

Smith, 2011 Examined various commonly used
marketing strategies in digital media
and ascertains preferred ones by
Millennials in influencing behavior.

Millennials can visit a website
with relentless prices and good
shipping rates on repeated occa-
sions and write an online product
review if an incentive is given.

Study was conducted on sample da-
taset and future research to include
broader samples.

Marketing strategies that are
commonly used in digital
media.

Survey

Wagner et al. (-
2017)

Retailer could create online shopping
more pleasant and convenient for
customers by providing Internet-en-
abled television (IETVs) shopping
app.

The strongest predictor of IETV's
shopping outlook is parsimo-
nious motivation.

The study was limited to a specific
technology set and to a typical living
room, and not a laboratory study.

Investigation of motivational
factors of customer's atti-
tudes and intention towards
IETV.

Quasi-experi-
mental study

Yan & Pei (201-
8)

Developed a new competition model
“O2O (online to offline)” to address
the use of competitive return policies
to coordinate O2O distributions
among the manufacturers. The tradi-
tional supply chain for retailers where

Fierce return policies can be used
to coordinate and advance all
supply chain players perfor-
mance.

Manufacturer's brand reputation was
not considered in the development of
model and manufacturer's brand re-
putation to influence return policies
decision was not examined.

Return policy adoption by
firms to build long-term re-
lationship with customers.

Quantitative
research meth-
odology.

(continued on next page)
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Table A1 (continued)

Reference Findings Outcomes Limitations Context Methodology

the manufacturer opens a competitive
online channel.

Note: Few cells in the limitations column are left blank, as the author(s) did not explicitly call out in the study.

Table A2
Literature Review of Recommender Engine

Reference Findings Outcomes Limitations Context Methodology

Ansari et al.
(2000)

Examined the merits of content and/or
collaborative filtering methods, and sug-
gested the preference models offer excel-
lent alternatives in marketing, and explain
a Bayesian preference model for making
recommendations with statistical integra-
tion of five types of information.

Recommend movies using Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods with viable alter-
natives of collaborative filtering
methods.

Recommendation of
documents and pro-
ducts to consumers.

A collection of sta-
tistical methods

Bobadilla e-
t al. (2-
009)

Explained that better knowledgeable users
have a greater influence in the calculation
of the recommendations than less knowl-
edgeable users. To achieve the objective,
new equations related to memory-based
collaborative filtering were designed.

The e-learning recommender systems
enable the importance of the recom-
mendations generated by each user to be
weighed according to their level of
knowledge.

Experiments with an e-
learning database were not
carried out

e-learning recom-
mender systems

Memory-based col-
laborative filtering
based on statistical
methods

Geuens et al.
(2018)

Provided a framework in possibly guiding
the marketers in the development of better
“recommendation systems” and their at-
tempts to find an appropriate “recommen-
dation algorithm” to avoid trial and error
procedures.

Finds the very accurately model and also
provides an indication of different
models diversity and calculation times.

A direct-imputation technique
was not tested due to limita-
tion in input matrix.

Recommendation
based on binary pur-
chase data for e-com-
merce companies.

Experimental
Design

Gurini et al.
(2018)

Proposed “people-to-people” system for
recommending in social networks and the
recommendation depends on identifying
the attitudes of the users “sentiment, vo-
lume, and objectivity”.

The accuracy and diversity of the re-
commender increases with attitudes and
temporal characteristics.

Recommendation in
social network.

Extensive Offline
experimentation

Hu et al. (2-
019)

Proposed a new “item-based recommen-
dation” algorithm by capturing the “latent
vector” of each item in unblemished space
and capturing the dissimilarities and
overlapping between consumers.

Improve the “quality and scalability” of
the “item-based recommendation”
through the development of a multi-
view model.

The method used for the esti-
mation is not optimal and
further research is required to
improve the efficiency of op-
timization process.

Items oriented recom-
mendation.

Experimentation
on three types of
real-world data-
sets, namely
movie, music and
joke.

Hwangbo e-
t al. (2-
018)

Developed a real-world recommendation
utility by extending “item-based colla-
borative filtering” and reflecting the spe-
cific characteristics of the Korean based
fashion industry.

When recommending fashion items,
time and intent to buy are important.

The experiments cannot ex-
plain the effects of the use of
online and offline data and the
effects of preference decline
over time.

Implementation of col-
laborative filtering re-
commendation system
in a large Korean
fashion company.

Experimentation
with A/B test

Li (2009) Proposed ECRec, a “collaborative filtering”
based E-commerce recommender system.

ECRec has better portability, maintain-
ability and open architecture character-
istics.

Recommendation quality of
ECRec

Recommender system
for E-commerce web-
site.

Conceptual

Liu et al. (2-
017)

Developed a new recommendation algo-
rithm, i.e. a “P-FMSM”, founded on “mixed
similarity” and “pair preference”.

Integrating two canonical approaches
with two elements in a principle way
recommends far better than up-to-the-
minute methods.

Future study is to study the
mixed similarity model in an
extremely sparse case.

Novel recommendation
algorithm with implicit
feedback of user.

Experimental with
public datasets

Mocean &
Pop (2-
012)

Defined a new system, Marketing
Recommender System (MRS) that serves
marketing and uses techniques and
methods of the digital market.

Link MRS, as a system with marketing
information system and recommenda-
tion systems.

A recommendation
system serving mar-
keting using techniques
of the digital economy.

Conceptual

Núñez-Vald-
ez et al.
(2018)

Described an e-book recommendation
system and the approach is based on “im-
plicit feedback”.

Benchmarked twelve popular “machine
learning algorithms” in the evaluation of
quality of the system output.

Limited sample size and the
development of NLP in future
research for the comments and
other actions classification.

Recommendation
system for e− books

Experimental

Sarwar et al.
(2000)

Investigated several methods for analyzing
large-scale purchase and preferential data
in order to provide customers with useful
recommendations. Various methods for
different sub-processes and compositions
are applied on large-scale data sets to
evaluate the recommendation performance
and quality.

Dimensionality reduction techniques
promise that Collaborative Filtering
based algorithms will be able to scale to
large data sets while producing high
quality recommendations.

Future work is required to
understand how dimension-
ality reduction works well for
specific application.

Recommendation
System in e-commerce.

Experimentation
on e-commerce
and movie data.

Schafer et al.
(1999)

Finds that recommendation engine in-
crease electronic-commerce gross revenue
in three ways namely, “browsers into
buyers”, “cross-sell” and “loyalty”.

Recommender systems generate value
both for electronic-commerce sites and
their clients.

Recommender systems
for e-commerce sites

Conceptual

Experimental
(continued on next page)
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Table A2 (continued)

Reference Findings Outcomes Limitations Context Methodology

Šeleng et al.
(2018)

Presented an approach addressing the de-
fiance of inter- company cooperation by
compiling e− mails as a tool to share
information and automating the process of
the insight gained from e-mails and their
attachments.

The solution proposed is an advantage
for collaborating companies.

Lack of focus on quantitative
analysis

Inter-enterprise colla-
boration challenges.

Note: Few cells of limitations column are left blank, as the author(s) didn't call out in the study.

Appendix B

Data model of the proposed personalised recommender engine for digital marketing is as follows:
Customer: ID, name, password, DOB (Date of Birth), DOR (Date of Registration), email, contact_no, address, employement_category, mar-

itial_status.
Item: ID, name, description, unit_price, cluster, image, video_message, return_policy, brand_message1 … brand_messagen, feature 1 … featuren.
Customer_Item_Rating: Customer_ID, Item_ID, rating.
USP: USP_ID, cluster, description, attribute1 … attributen.
Purchase_Item: ID, Item_ID, purchase_date, qty, total_price.
Transaction: ID, Purchase_Item_ID, customer_ID, customer_cluster.
Item_DoD: ID, Item_ID, valid_from, valid_to, min_order_value, create_date, discount_value, discount_unit, max_discount_amount.
Personalised_Marketing_Pitch: Item_ID, item_cluster, Customer_ID, customer_cluster, USP_ID, USP_Cluster, USP_attribute1 … USP_attributen,

item_image, item_video_message, item_feature1, …item_featuren, item_brand_message1, …item_brand_messagen, item_rating.

Appendix C

Algorithm 1. Create personalised marketing pitch for a customer.

Description: It returns the personalised marketing pitch by capturing recommended items for a customer using various selling strategies, outlined in Table 3. When a customer
launched the shopping web portal or shopping mobile application or social media site, or IETV, or in case of offline email marketing, below algorithm should be invoked. This
acts as the entry point for the overall system

Input: A customer Ck
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing personalised recommended items for the customer Ck
Procedure Recommend-Items (Ck: customer).
BEGIN
Let C is the list of customers stored in Transactional Preference Information System
Let I is the list of items stored in Transactional Preference Information System
//creating an empty data model list of type Personalised _Marketing_Pitch
CREATE EMPTY PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH data entity list V
IF (Ck IS EMPTY OR Ck IS NULL) THEN//recommend for window-shopping customers
SET WS=optional statement by customers on specific query
CALL Algorithm 2 (V, WS)//Calling consultative selling strategy
CALL Algorithm9 (V)//Check deal of the day and re-compute the items
RETURN V//returns marketing pitch list capturing recommended items to the customer

END IF
FOR EACH Customer Ci ε C do
IF (Ci NEQ Ck) THEN//if the customer Ci is not matching to customer Ck
CONTINUE

ELSE
FOR EACH item Ij ε I do
IF (Ck RATED POSITIVELY Ij) THEN//items are rated by the users
POPULATE Ij and Ij USP fields to V

END IF
END FOR
IF (V IS NOT EMPTY)
SORT V by items rating for each cluster in descending order
CALL Algorithm 3 (Ck, V)//recommendation for items-rated customers

ELSE
CALL Algorithm 4 (Ck, V)//recommendation for cold-start customers

END IF
CALL Algorithm9 (V)//Check deal of the day and re-compute the items
RETURN V//returns marketing pitch list capturing recommended items to the customer

END IF
END FOR

END

Complexity Analysis: The worst case time complexity of the algorithm is O (m*n) where n is the number of registered users and m is the number
of items available for sale. In case of huge data volume, it is recommended to use the distributed and parallel execution computing environment for
faster delivery of personalised marketing contents.
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Appendix D

Algorithm 2
Create personalised marketing pitch for a window-shopping customer.

Description: It returns the personalised marketing pitch by capturing recommended items for a window-shopping customer using consultative-selling strategy. Aim of the e-business is
to convert window-shopping to speed-shopping as fast as possible, hence it is essential to define conversion quotient first and then take one step at a time to formulate a revised
strategy. Since such customers are not registered and their items ratings are unknown, so 2 approaches can be followed initially. In default case, items with lesser price or items
with larger discounted price can be recommended. If such customer provides wants through search option or posing questions in the shopping digital touchpoints such as web
portal or mobile application etc, items matching to the wants should be recommended with the appropriate marketing pitch. This algorithm is called from Algorithm 1.

Input: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH list V and/or what statement (abbreviated as WS) by window-shopper.
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing recommended items for the window-shopper
Procedure Recommend-for-Window-Shopper-Customers (V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH, WS: statement)
BEGIN
Let I be the list of items stored in Transactional Preference Information System
IF (WS IS NULL OR WS IS EMPTY) THEN
FOR EACH cluster of item CIj ε I do
SORT items in CIj BY unit price and popularity in ascending order
POPULATE items fields to V
POPULATE item's USP fields to V

END FOR
ELSE
FOR EACH item Ij ε I do

IF (NAME(Ij) MATCHES WS OR DESCRIPTION(Ij) MATCHES WS) THEN
POPULATE Ij fields and Ij USP fields to V

END IF
END FOR

END IF
RETURN V//returns marketing pitch list capturing recommended items to the customer

END

Appendix E

Algorithm 4
Create personalised marketing pitch for a cold-start customer.

Description: The algorithm uses best-in-selling strategy and is called from Algorithm 1
Input: A customer Ck and PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH LIST V
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing recommended items of a cold-start customer
Procedure Recommend-for-Cold-Start-Customers (Ck: customer, V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH)
BEGIN
Let I be the list of best selling items for a given date range
FOR EACH item Ij ε I do
POPULATE Ij fields and Ij USP fields to V

END FOR
RETURN V//returns marketing pitch list capturing recommended items to the customer

END

Appendix F

Algorithm 3
Create personalised marketing pitch for an items-rated customer.

Description: The algorithm uses different selling strategies, outlined in Table 3 and is called from Algorithm 1. In addition to the recommendation of the rated items, it does
recommendation of supplementary items

Input: A customer Ck and PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH list V
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing recommended items of an items-rated customer
Procedure Recommend-for-Items-Rated-Customers (Ck: customer, V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH)
BEGIN
Let I be the list of items available in V
SET CCk=CLUSTER (Ck)//In real-time, compute customer cluster for a given date range
FOR EACH item Ij ε I do
SET CIj= CLUSTER (Ij)//finding the cluster of the item Ij
IF (CIj MATCHES “Strategic”) THEN
IF (CCk MATCHES “Nucleus”) THEN
CALL Algorithm6 (Ck, V, Ij)//call needs-satisfaction-selling strategy

ELSE
CALL Algorithm5 (Ck, V, Ij)//call best-in-class selling strategy

END IF
ELSE IF (CIj MATCHES “Critical”) THEN
IF (CCk MATCHES “Trivial” OR CCk MATCHES “Service Vitality”) THEN
CALL Algorithm6 (Ck, V, Ij)//call needs-satisfaction-selling strategy

ELSE
CALL Algorithm5 (Ck, V, Ij)//call best-in-class selling strategy

END IF
(continued on next page)
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Algorithm 3 (continued)

ELSE IF (CIj MATCHES “Bulk”) THEN
IF (CCk MATCHES “Trivial”) THEN
CALL Algorithm5 (Ck, V, Ij)//call best-in-class selling strategy

ELSE IF (CCk MATCHES “Service Vitality”) THEN
CALL Algorithm7 (Ck, V, Ij)//call up-selling strategy
CALL Algorithm-CS (Ck, V, Ij)

ELSE IF (CCk MATCHES “Backscratcher”) THEN
CALL Algorithm6 (Ck, V, Ij)//call needs-satisfaction-selling strategy

ELSE
CALL Algorithm8 (Ck, V, Ij)//call cross-selling strategy

END IF
ELSE//this is the case of general purchase item
IF (CCk MATCHES “Trivial”) THEN
CALL Algorithm8 (Ck, V, Ij)//call cross-selling strategy

ELSE
CALL Algorithm7 (Ck, V, Ij)//call up-selling strategy
CALL Algorithm8 (Ck, V, Ij)//call cross-selling strategy

END IF
END IF
END FOR
RETURN V//returns marketing pitch list capturing recommended items to the customer

END

Appendix G

Algorithm 5
Create personalised marketing pitch using best in class selling strategy.

Description: The algorithm uses best in class selling strategy, outlined in Table 3 and is called from Algorithm 3. In addition to the recommendation of the rated items, it does
recommendation of supplementary items similar to the given item cluster

Input: A customer Ck, an item Ij and PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH list V
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing recommended items of an items-rated customer
Procedure Recommend-using-BICS (Ck: customer, V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH, Ij: item)
BEGIN
Let I be the list of best selling items available for a given date range
SET CIj= CLUSTER (Ij)//cluster of the item Ij
FOR EACH item Ik ε I do
SET CIk=CLUSTER (Ik)//finding the cluster of the item Ik
IF (CIj MATCHES CIk AND Ik NOT EXIST in V) THEN
POPULATE Ik and CIk fields to V

END IF
END FOR
RETURN V

END

Appendix H

Algorithm 6
Create personalised marketing pitch using needs satisfaction selling strategy.

Description: The algorithm uses needs satisfaction selling strategy, outlined in Table 3 and is called from Algorithm 3. In addition to the recommendation of the rated items, it does
recommendation of supplementary items similar to the given item cluster

Input: A customer Ck, an item Ij and PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH list V
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing recommended items of an items-rated customer
Procedure Recommend-using-NSS (Ck: customer, V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH, Ij: item)
BEGIN
Let I be the list of items purchased by Ck for a given date range
SET CIj= CLUSTER(Ij)//cluster of the item Ij
FOR EACH item Ik ε I do
SET CIk=CLUSTER(Ik)//finding the cluster of the item Ik
IF (CIj MATCHES CIk AND Ik NOT EXIST in V) THEN
POPULATE Ik and CIk fields to V

END IF
END FOR
RETURN V

END
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Appendix I

Algorithm 7
Create personalised marketing pitch using up-selling strategy.

Description: The algorithm uses up-selling strategy, outlined in Table 3 and is called from Algorithm 3. In addition to the recommendation of the rated items, it does the recom-
mendation of supplementary items rated by subset of customers based on the similarity of the given customer. The algorithm uses neighborhood-based collaborative technique
(Isinkaye et al., 2015)

Input: A customer Ck, an item Ij and PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH list V
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing recommended items of an items-rated customer
Procedure Recommend-using-US (Ck: customer, V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH, Ij: item)
BEGIN
Let C is the list of customers stored in Transactional Preference Information System
SET CH = NEIGHBOR (Ck, C)//neighborhood-based technique to obtain CK neighbor from C
SET CIj= CLUSTER (Ij)//cluster of the item Ij
FOR EACH customer Cj ε CH do
SET I = ITEMS-RATED-POSITIVELY (Cj)//list of items rated positively by Ck
FOR EACH item Ik ε I do
SET CIk=CLUSTER (Ik)//finding the cluster of the item Ik

IF (CIj MATCHES CIk AND Ik NOT EXIST in V) THEN
POPULATE Ik fields and CIk fields to V

END IF
END FOR

END FOR
RETURN V

END

Appendix J

Algorithm 8
Create personalised marketing pitch using cross-selling strategy.

Description: The algorithm uses up-selling strategy, outlined in Table 3 and is called from Algorithm 3. In addition to the recommendation of the rated items, it does the recom-
mendation of supplementary items (belonging to different items cluster) rated by subset of customers based on the similarity of given customer. The algorithm uses neighbo-
rhood-based collaborative technique (Isinkaye et al., 2015)

Input: A customer Ck, an item Ij and PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH list V
Output: List of marketing pitch capturing recommended items of an items-rated customer
Procedure Recommend-using-CS (Ck: customer, V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH, Ij: item)
BEGIN
Let C is the list of customers stored in Transactional Preference Information System
SET CH = NEIGHBOR (Ck, C)//neighborhood-based technique to obtain CK neighbor from C
FOR EACH customer Cj ε CH do
SET I = ITEMS-RATED-POSITIVELY (Cj)//list of items rated positively by Ck
FOR EACH item Ik ε I do
IF (Ik NOT EXIST in V) THEN
POPULATE Ik fields and CIk fields to V

END IF
END FOR

END FOR
RETURN V

END

Appendix K

Algorithm 9
Re-compute the suggested items as per deals of the day offer.

Input: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH data entity V
Output: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH data entity V with revised price
Procedure DoD (V: PERSONALISED_MARKETING_PITCH)
BEGIN
FOR EACH item Ik ε V do
IF (Ik EXIST in DoD) THEN//If the items exists in deals of the day offer
RECOMPUTE Ik//Re-compute the item with offers associated with the items

END IF
END FOR
RETURN V

END

Recommendation of the items catering to different customers is presented in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Items recommendation for different cluster of customers.
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